Non-animal models of wound healing in cutaneous repair: In silico, in vitro, ex vivo, and in vivo models of wounds and scars in human skin.
Tissue repair models are essential to explore the pathogenesis of wound healing and scar formation, identify new drug targets/biomarkers and to test new therapeutics. However, no animal model is an exact replicate of the clinical situation in man as in addition to differences in the healing of animal skin; the response to novel therapeutics can be variable when compared to human skin. The aim of this review is to evaluate currently available non-animal wound repair models in human skin, including: in silico, in vitro, ex vivo, and in vivo. The appropriate use of these models is extremely relevant to wound-healing research as it enables improved understanding of the basic mechanisms present in the wound healing cascade and aid in discovering better means to regulate them for enhanced healing or prevention of abnormal scarring. The advantage of in silico models is that they can be used as a first in virtue screening tool to predict the effect of a drug/stimulus on cells/tissues and help plan experimental research/clinical trial studies but remain theoretical until validated. In vitro models allow direct quantitative examination of an effect on specific cell types alone without incorporating other tissue-matrix components, which limits their utility. Ex vivo models enable immediate and short-term evaluation of a particular effect on cells and its surrounding tissue components compared with in vivo models that provide direct analysis of a stimulus in the living human subject before/during/after exposure to a stimulus. Despite clear advantages, there remains a lack of standardisation in design, evaluation and follow-up, for acute/chronic wounds and scars in all models. In conclusion, ideal models of wound healing research are desirable and should mimic not only the structure but also the cellular and molecular interactions, of wound types in human skin. Future models may also include organ/skin-on-a-chip with potential application in wound healing research.